


why ?



in Europe the construction industry  
causes around 60% of all waste.



it consumes  
around 40 %  
of the energy.



and around 16 %  
of the water.



we need a change



how ?



build a house consequently according  
to zero waste principles and make it
scalable for architecture and construction.



zero waste
  _what you don’t need
 _what you do need
  _by using reusables
 _what you can’t refuse, reduce, or reuse
  _(compost) the rest.

refuse 
reduce

reuse 
recycle

rot 



use eco-friendly 
energy sources 

use eco-friendly 
energy sources 



and eco-friendly 
building materials: 
wood, clay, straw



natural 
water cycle

organic 
materials nutrients

fertilizerurinefaecescompost

foodfood

process water

plant filter

percolation

precipitation

evaporation

take into account natural water cycles,  
use the process water, recycle nutrients!
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Skizze Pflanzenfilter

    

Zulauf 
ZWS

Ablauf zur Versickerung 

Holzschnitzel

Gehäckseltes
Astmaterial

Kies

Probenahme

Standortgerechte 
Pflanzen

Sandiger Boden

0 50 cm

Massstab 1:10 

inlet from ZWS site-appropriate plants

shredded branches

sandy soil

gravel

wood chippings sampling

seepage drain



make use of 
efficient heating 
and ventilation 
technology that has 
a long product life 
and enables opti-
mum energy yield  
(e.g. heat recovery).



who ?



designers, architects and  
engineers, who want to const-
ruct buildings differently.



everybody, who wants to 
try a zero waste lifestyle



make an impact 
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Cooperation Partners

Department of Computer Science and Electrical  
Engineering, University of Applied Science Kiel 

Institute for Architecture and Design,            
Technical University Vienna 

Kaplus Engineering Bureau Vollert, Eckernförde

Vuna GmbH, Dübendorf (Switzerland)
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unverpackt – lose nachhaltig, gut, Kiel


